
 The “Sankofa Way”:        
What you’ll see in every classroom… 

As you walk through Sankofa Academy, there are threads you will find between each classroom. 
Common expectations exist to optimize learning in all classrooms. While educators have styles of 
teaching unique to their talents and personalities, we want all our families to know that each child is 
receiving a consistent and equitable physical environment in which to learn. This helps children to 
develop more fully within the school day.  By the first 6 weeks of school, you should expect to see: 

Assumption Expectation 
 

Classroom is set up 
for students to take 
responsibility for 
their own learning.  
 

! Classroom rules with students’ signatures, posted at easy to read level, and in front 
of the room  
Storage spaces for children’s work, textbooks, etc. that are organized for easy access 

! Word signs/visual cues indicating special areas of the room (listening center, library, 
reading corner) 

!  Learning tools labeled and at student level (esp. Pre-K-2) 

! Daily class schedule that is displayed on white board, in pocket charts, or on 
easel, etc. so that students have ready and frequent access to it as shared 
reading. Subject and targeted learning objective should be indicated. 
Phrases are okay, as long as children can answer the question “what are 
you learning?” during walk-throughs. 

 
! Establish a consistent weekly schedule for your class by week 4. Adaptations will 

of course be made, but the core of your weekly schedule should be set to 
build predictability and routine for students. 

 
Classroom library with books organized and in containers by levels, 
categories, genres, etc. 
 
Objectives posted in kid-friendly language 

Class job chart established and posted for students to read 

Room Arrangement that is safe, special, comfortable, and developmentally-
appropriate. 
Students have easy access to art supplies and know where to go to get them.  

! Individual student word lists in folders, on rings, and/or on walls (as 
developmentally-appropriate).  Word lists come in the form of High Frequency (see 
our “First 300 Words” list), High Meaning (used for their writing), and/or 
vocabulary words in content areas. 
A Writing Center with proper tools  
A Science Center with proper tools 

! Clear areas for students to turn in and receive corrected work 

 
 



Assumption Expectation 
 

A classroom 
environment that is 
pleasing to the 5 
senses.  

The Sankofa Academy  3 ‘Guiding Principles’ are represented.  

Floor and Carpet area is cleaned for students’ daily use for Morning Meeting and 
instruction 

Equipment and furniture are clean and not in disrepair. 

 
 

 
Assumption Expectation 

 
Standards-based, 
student work is 
displayed throughout 
the classroom (it is 
clear and transparent 
to families what their 
children are working 
on).  

! Student work, posters, Interactive writing /shared reading charts, etc. are up in the 
classroom and hallways. Classroom rules, job charts, word wall, bulletin borders 
are things that stay up everyday, so they will especially have to be represented 
with care and neatness.  

! Student work display in hallway boards are updated once a grading period, 
minimally. Guidelines in Bulletin Board Formatting Memo is followed. 

Most of the wall and counter space are used by students for anchor charts and 
texts, independent stations, small group work, storage, display of work…Teachers 
are mindful to maximize spaces for student use and learning.  

 
 
 

Assumption Expectation 
 

Details matter 
 

To support a print-rich environment, classroom walls, crates, and bins are labeled 
neatly.  

 
Teachers model proper spelling and grammar throughout the room.    

! Students begin the day walking into a room that is clean, organized, and ready for 
learning.   

 
 

 
 

Assumption Expectation 
 

Emergency Lesson Plans 
prepare for emergency 
absence 
 

! 3-day plans for a Guest Teacher: Homeroom and prep teachers make plans that 
can be general enough for any day, and specific enough to guide your guest 
teacher to your expectations.  Pre-planned absences will require a more detailed 
plan. These plans are located near the classroom phone.  

 



The “Sankofa Way”:        
Community Norms 101 

 
Assumption Expectation 

 
Norms are 
established for 
students to take 
responsibility and to 
show respect for 
their learning 
environment.  
 

Student classroom responsibilities are assigned and modeled on a 
system of upkeep and organization. Through routines, students are 
given ample opportunities for practice and success.   
 

! Students understand where learning materials and furniture are 
placed in the classroom, and how to maintain them. 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Assumption Expectation 
 

Develop Strong 
Relationships with 
Families 

! Students’ “My Goals and Dreams as a Sankofa Scholar” on hallway 
bulletin board near the classroom entrance. 
The hallway bulletin board space between classrooms are used to post 
literature and information for school or classroom events/ family 
information to support instruction, academic achievement/whole child 
development. 

! A letter home to families introducing yourself and your class rules 
(even if this is repeated at Academic Night) 

! Met (conference or home visit), or spoken meaningfully with each 
child’s primary caregiver about strengths of the child and questions 
you have by the end of September. 

! Develop a “ Family Room Parent” or 2 to help reach all families  


